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Getting Started  
with Estimating



ConstructionOnline makes it easy to get your estimates up and running. You can build your estimates your 
way by creating them from scratch, from an existing template, or by importing an Excel spreadsheet.
You can also choose the estimate structure that works best for your jobs. 

Creating a New Estimate
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Create a Blank Estimate

Start from a blank slate and build  
your estimate to suit your needs.
You can choose between a Standard  
or a 5 Column structure, and create  
a Summary (2-Level) or Detailed  
(3-Level) estimate.
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Create from a Template

This option will allow you to create  
a new Estimate from a previously  
saved Estimate Template. 
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Import from Excel

Create your Estimate from an Excel file. 
Download links for Excel templates are 
provided here so you can ensure your 
data is imported correctly. 
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Quick Tip
Each project is limited to one estimate, to ensure accurate financial reporting.

To create a new estimate for a project that already has one, you’ll need to delete the existing estimate first.



ConstructionOnline offers flexible options for your estimate structure. You can choose to organize  
your estimate into 2 or 3 levels, depending on the amount of detail you require. You can also choose  
a standard or 5-column cost calculation method.

Creating a New Estimate
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Estimate Name & Cost Codes

Here’s where you’ll name the estimate 
and assign a Cost Code list if you wish. 
Please note that if cost codes have 
already been assigned at the project 
level, they cannot be changed here.
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Estimate Detail Level

You can choose to organize your estimate 
by 2-Levels (Category > Subcategory) 
or 3-Levels (Category > Subcategory > 
Item), depending on the amount of detail 
you would like to see.
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Base Cost Calculation Method

Here’s where to set how your Base 
Cost is calculated. You can choose the 
Standard method (Quantity x Unit Cost), 
or the 5-Column method (Quantity x the 
sum of Material, Labor, Subcontractor, 
Equipment, & Other Costs).
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The Project Totals sheet is where you can get a big picture view of your estimate values.
You can quickly navigate to a specific category, see your invoiced amounts, review change 
order amounts, and much more.

Estimate View - Project Totals Sheet

Estimate Column View

Choose what columns will show in the 
estimate, based on where your project 
is in its lifecycle. There are predefined 
views for Budgeting, Simple & Advanced 
Estimating, Job Costing, and Invoicing.
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Estimate Categories

Any Categories you create in the  
estimate will be listed first in the table.
Click on a category’s name to jump 
directly to its sheet.
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Selections, Company Markup,
Change Orders and More

Sheet Tabs

Additional values beyond the base 
estimate will be shown here, including 
selections, change orders, markup, and 
any unqualified QuickBooks values. 

Quickly jump to your estimate sheets 
with Excel-like tabbed navigation.
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When you use 3-level estimating, your estimate is built from Category sheets. 
These contain all the subcategories and items for each estimate category.

Estimate View - Category Sheets

Category Name

Always know where you are in your 
estimate with the Category name row.
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Subcategory Details

Each estimate Subcategory is totaled up 
from the Items within it. Here you can 
see each item’s cost, status, assigned 
resources, markup and much more.
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Category Totals Row

See the current category’s totals for 
base cost, markup, linked change 
orders, and overall total value hre.
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ConstructionOnline Estimating is designed to cover the entire scope of your jobs, including 
selection choices, change orders, and company overhead. You’ll see up-to-date financials 
that ensure your projects remain profitable.

Selections, Change Orders, and Company Overhead & Margin in Estimates

Client Selections

See all of your allowance values,  
selection statuses, and approved choices  
in the Selections tab.

Company Overhead & Margin

Here’s where you can set your overhead, 
margin, and contingency for the estimate
so you can ensure profitability.
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Change Orders

Any change orders for the project will 
be listed here, along with statuses, 
markup and client prices.
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Estimate templates give you the power to save time and reproduce success in future jobs. 
Once you’ve found an estimate structure that works for you, it’s simple to create a template 
from it with as much or as little detail as you need.

Working with Estimate Templates

Click “Save As Template”

You can save any estimate you’ve
created as a template for future use - 
simply click “Save As Template” from 
the estimate.
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Choose Estimate Values
to Include in the Template

Select the values you want to carry over 
to the template, including quantities, 
unit costs, markup, resources and more.
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Estimate Template is Created!

Your templates are located in the 
Estimate Templates tab. Here you can 
create new estimates from templates, 
manage template contents, edit tem-
plate names and more. 
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ConstructionOnline provides you with dozens of reporting options for all features.
The Financial Reports section contains professional proposals, contracts, summaries
and more so you can run your jobs more efficiently and win more jobs in the future.

Financial Reports


